developed some 30 years ago, a ceiling of~63-67% accuracy for a three state prediction (α-helix, β-strand and coil) without Unité de Bioinformatique, Bat. de Biotechnologie, INRA, 78352 Jouy-enusing evolutionary information would appear to have been Josas, France reached by the most widely used current methods (Rost and This paper presents a simple and robust secondary struc- Sander, 1994; Salamov and Solovyev, 1995; Frishman and ture prediction scheme (SIMPA96) based on an updated Argos, 1996; Garnier et al., 1996) . Evolutionary information version of the nearest neighbour method. Using a larger in the form of multiple alignments, when available, improves database of known structures, the Blosum 62 substitution the average accuracy to~72%. For open reading frames (ORF) matrix and a regularization algorithm, the three state derived from large-scale sequencing projects, the fraction of prediction accuracy is increased by 4.7 percentage points sequences which show no significant homology with a protein to 67.7% for a single sequence and up to 72.8% when already present in a database is~40% for well studied using multiple alignments. The increase in prediction accuorganisms such as yeast and much higher for more unusual racy with respect to the previous version can be almost organisms (Bork et al., 1992) . entirely ascribed to the sevenfold increase in the size of the This paper presents an updated version (SIMPA96) of database. A more detailed analysis of the results shows the nearest neighbour secondary structure prediction method that badly predicted regions of a protein sequence are SIMPA (Levin and Garnier, 1988), which now has an average randomly distributed throughout the database and that three state accuracy of 67.7% without and 72.8% including the goal of perfect secondary structure predictions by evolutionary information. The modifications to the original methods which use only local sequence information is method include a sevenfold increase in the size of the database illusory.
Introduction homogeneous despite large differences in the prediction accuWith the ever increasing numbers of putative amino acid racy for individual sequences. It also suggests that without sequences generated by the various large-scale genome sequenadditional information, prediction methods such as this and cing projects, the need for reliable prediction information has those cited above are unlikely to be significantly improved never been greater. The three-dimensional (3D) structure of a even with a substantial increase in the database of known protein determines its function and mechanism of action.
structures. Anfinsen (Epstein et al., 1963; Anfinsen, 1973) established that the amino acid sequence alone was sufficient to determine Methods its 3D structure, which implies that given a protein sequence Database one should be able to predict its structure. Although this ultimate goal of predicting the 3D structure of a protein using Protein chains were selected from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977) based on the following criteria: only sequence information seems as far away as ever (excluding the special case of a sequence homologous to a protein of resolution better than 2.5 Å, refinement better than 25%, unambiguous sequence, i.e. a sequence for which the identity known structure), simplified structural information can be obtained by secondary structure prediction which attempts to of each residue has been clearly defined, and a maximum sequence homology of 27% residue identity between any localize the position of α-helices and β-strands along an amino acid sequence.
members of the database. Each chain from PDB entries containing multiple chains was considered as independent as Knowledge of the secondary structure of a protein does not mean that the 3D structure is directly accessible; however, it well as multiple chains arising from chain breaks due to lack of density. Chain lengths Ͻ50 residues long were not included. does considerably reduce the space in which it can exist. Thus, knowledge of the secondary structure can be used during the Two data sets were used (Tables I and II) , the first for optimizing parameters and the second as a test set. model-building phase of experimental 3D structure determination as well as to analyse putative sequences for the existence In order to test the effect of using multiple alignments, a subset of data set 1 (data set 3) was created using the National of motifs linked to function, e.g. helix-turn-helix for DNA binding. However, the simplicity of the structural representation Center for Biotechnology Information Entrez service. The 100 protein neighbours for each chain in data set 1, as defined in which makes secondary structure prediction a tractable problem is also its major drawback as this simplified structural represthe structure database of the Entrez server, were selected. For each 100 protein set the homology was checked with the entation imperfectly represents the relationship between sequence and structure. Although secondary structure prediccorresponding PDB chain and sequences showing Ͻ30% and Ͼ95% sequence identity were removed. As a consequence of tion has improved considerably since the first methods were J.M.Levin Table I. The 324 proteins (PDB code) used for data set 1   1AAJ  1AAK  1AAP  1ABA  1ABK  1ABM 1ADD  1ADS  1ALK  1AOZ  1APA  1APM  1ARB  1AVH  1AYH  1BAB  1BBP  1BGE  1BLL  1BOV  1BSA  1BTC  1CAJ  1CAU  1CDE  1CDT  1CGT  1CMB  1COB  1COL  1CPC  1CPT  1CRL  1CSE  1DHR  1DOG  1DSB  1EAF  1ECO  1EDE  1END  1FBA  1FDD  1FHA  1FIA  1FNR  1FXI  1GAL  1GD1  1GDH  1GKY  1GLT  1GMF  1GOF  1GOX  1GPB  1GSR  1HBQ  1HDX  1HIV  1HLE  1HMY 1HUW 1IFC  1IPD  1ISU  1L29  1LE4  1LEN  1LGA  1LIS  1LTS  1MDC 1MGN 1MIN  1MUP  1NAR  1NDK  1NXB  1OFV  1OMF  1OMP  1ONC  1OSA  1PDA  1PFK  1PGD  1PHH  1POC  1POX  1PPF  1PPN  1PRC  1RCB  1REC  1RIB  1RND  1RVE  1S01  1SBP  1SGT  1SHA  1SHF  1SIM  1SLT  1SNC  1SPA  1TIE  1TML  1TPL  1TRB  1TRO  1TTB  1UTG  1VAA  1WSY  1ZAA  2AAI  2AZA  2BOP  2CCY  2CDV  2CMD 2CP4  2CPL  2CRO  2CTC  2CTS  2CYP  2DNJ  2ER7  2HIP  2HPD  2IHL  2LH2  2LIV  2MHR 2MNR 2MSB  2MTA  2PF1  2PIA  2POR  2REB  2RN2  2SAS  2SCP  2SGA  2SN3  2TGI  2TMD  2TSC  3ADK  3B5C  3CD4  3CHY  3CLA  3COX  3DFR  3GAP  3GBP  3INK  3RUB  3SDH  3TGL  4BLM  4ENL  4FGF  4GCR  4TS1  4XIS  5FBP  5P21  5TIM  6TAA  8ABP  8ACN  8ATC  8CAT  8I1B  8RXN  9LDT  9RNT  9WGA 1ATR  1BBH  1BET  1BMD 1BPB  1BRS  1C2R  1CEW  1CHM 1CTF  1CTM  1CUS  1DDT  1EPA  1FKB  1FNA  1GP1  1GPR  1HLB  1HOE  1HPL  1HRH  1HSL  1ITH  1LLA  1LMB  1MJC  1MPP  1NBA  1NOA  1NSB  1OLB  1PGB  1PHP  1PII  1PLF  1POH  1PPA  1PTS  1PYA  1PYD  1ROP 1SAC 1BEC  1BGL  1BIA  1BNC  1CBG  1CEC  1CHD  1CLC  1CNS  1CSM  1CSN  1CYJ  1DAA  1DEA  1DIH  1DUP  1ECL  1ECM  1ENY  1ESC  1FIV  1GCB  1GLN  1GPC  1GPM  1GRJ  1HAN  1HMP  1HUL  1HUR  1HVM 1HYP  1ILK  1INP  1ITG  1KPT  1LFA  1MHL  1MML 1MOL  1MSA  1MSC  1NAL  1NCH  1NFP  1NHP  1NIF  1OPR  1ORA  1OXA  1PAZ  1PBN  1PDN  1PI2  1PNE  1PPI  1PTA  1PTQ  1PVC  1QOR  1REG  1SCS  1SMN  1SPB  1THX  1TIF  1TIG  1TSP  1TUP  1UDG  1VCA  1VHH  1WAP  1XYZ  2BGU  2DKB  2DLN  2HFT  2HTS  2KAU  2PHY  3PMG  3PTE  3SIC this, certain chains had less than two homologous sequences between 5 and 25 were tested with cutoff values from n -5 and were therefore eliminated.
to n ϩ 2. For each case the equalizing constants were then The assignment of secondary structure was made using the systematically varied to determine their optimum values. The DSSP program (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) . The eight state following best set of parameters were then used for all assignation of DSSP was reduced to three states in the subsequent predictions: window length 15, cutoff 13 and following way: helix, all residues assigned as α-helix plus 3 10 equalizing constants C h ϭ 0.84, C b ϭ 1.11 and C c ϭ 0.79 for helices at least four residues in length or 3 10 helices directly helix, strand and aperiodic structure, respectively. preceding or following an α-helix; strand, all residues assigned In order to determine locally the strength of a prediction, a as β-strand; coil, all other residues. residue-based scoring scheme was devised with a scale of 0-9, 0 being the weakest prediction. The scale value S was Prediction algorithm calculated using the formula S ϭ 10[1 -(b/a)], where a is the The prediction algorithm used (SIMPA) is essentially the best score (the predicted conformation) and b the second best same as previously published (Levin and Garnier, 1988) . The score and b/a is an integer. algorithm makes a comparison between every fragment of n Predictions using evolutionary information were done in the residues, where n is the window length, in the protein to be following manner. Multiple alignments were performed using predicted with every fragment of length n residues in the the ClustalW program (Thompson et al., 1994) , with the database of known structures (DBKS). If the calculated match default parameters, for every family of proteins in data set 3. score, using the Blosum 62 scoring matrix (Henikoff and A prediction is then made for each sequence independently. Henikoff, 1992) , is less than a cutoff value c, the peptide is
The scores for each conformation are multiplied by the rejected, otherwise its observed conformation is assigned to sequence weighting scheme of Henikoff and Henikoff (1994) . the test sequence with its similarity score. The score for each A consensus score is obtained by averaging the weighted of the three conformations at each residue position in the test corrected scores in each column, i.e. the sum of the scores sequence is the sum of the scores of all the peptides with divided by the number of sequences minus the number of that observed conformation. The resulting scores for each gaps. The consensus scores for the conformation strand are conformation are then multiplied by an equalizing constant C i .
then multiplied by 1.05. For the protein to be predicted the The prediction for the test sequence is then the highest consensus scores for each residue are used by the regularization score at each residue position after applying a regularisation algorithm and the resulting prediction is used for comparison algorithm (Zimmermann, 1994) such that the minimum length with the observed conformation. As stated above, the sequences for helix and strand is four and two residues, respectively. The used were derived from the NCBI Entrez service and are not parameters for the window length, the cutoff value and the thus totally equivalent to the sequences in the database which three equalizing constants were then optimized by a systematic search using data set 1. All values of window lengths n are derived from the DSSP files. Residues for which there is no assigned density and thus no assigned secondary structure are not included in the database. The prediction accuracy was calculated using only those residues for which there was an each segment length n, eight cutoff values were calculated, n ϩ 2 to n -5.
assigned secondary structure from the crystallographic data.
The surface is fairly flat and the maximum is a segment length of 15 and a cutoff of 13.
Results
There are many ways to determine the performance of secondary structure prediction methods. The simplest and most frequently used is the overall prediction accuracy or Q 3 , defined as the ratio of all the correctly predicted residues to the total number of residues. As the predicted secondary structure now respects the grammar of real secondary structures, the measure Q 3 can be considered to reflect reasonably the quality of the predictions (Zimmermann, 1994) . Data set 1 (Table I) lists the PDB codes for the proteins used for the learning database. This database contains 372 sequences (proteins with chain breaks are considered as separate sequences) with a total of 82 527 residues (33% helix, 22% strand and 45% coil). Data set 2 (Table II) lists the PDB codes for the proteins used for the test database which contain 111 sequences comprising 23 918 residues (30% helix, 23% strand and 47% coil). Every residue in the database was predicted. Table III summarizes the results obtained using data set 1, set. A jacknife procedure was used to remove the sequence to be predicted from the DBKS and there are no significant homologies between sequences in the data set. Although in segment distribution. Whilst the results for the helical segments are practically identical with those observed, it is clear from principle SIMPA96 can be made sensitive to the presence of homologous sequences in the DBKS, the method is designed Table IV that the underprediction of the number of strand residues is not so much due to the underprediction of the to predict sequences which do not have a homologous counterpart in the DBKS and the parameters were adjusted accordingly.
number of strand segments but rather to the fact that that on average the predicted strand length is too short. From Table As a result, it is fairly insensitive to the presence of homologous sequences. The effect of leaving the protein to be predicted in V, it can be seen that 44.6% of the database (residues with a scale value of ജ3) is predicted with a Q 3 of 81.2%. It is the database results in a 7% point improvement. This is equivalent to that obtained by the method GOR when the interesting that even for those residues which are strongly predicted to be in a certain conformation, one in five is wrongly parameters are calculated from the database containing the protein to be predicted (J.-F.Gibrat, personal communication).
predicted. The number of parameters optimized for the prediction Reducing the maximum percentage identity between any two sequences in the DBKS from 27 to 20% resulted in a 0.03% method is five: the window length n, cutoff c and the three equalizing constants. The best results were obtained using the reduction in the overall prediction accuracy.
The overall prediction accuracy (Q 3 ) is 67.5%. The statistics following parameters: n ϭ 15, c ϭ 13 and equalizing constants C h ϭ 0.84, C b ϭ 1.11 and C c ϭ 0.79. Figure 1 shows the Q 3 concerning the secondary structure segments given in Table  IV show good agreement between the observed and predicted surface obtained for a window length n between 5 and 25 and J.M. Levin   Fig. 4 . Increase in Q 3 as the minumum number of sequences in each protein Fig. 3 . Scatter plot of prediction accuracy against the number of residues in family increases. The increase is linear. The plot ends with a minimum of each sequence. The distribution is gaussian.
21 sequences because the database of protein families with Ͼ21 members became too small.
for a cutoff between n ϩ 2 and n -5. For each point the optimal equalizing constants were used. The surface is fairly distribution of residues between well and badly predicted flat around the maximum value, which indicates that the proteins, although statistically significant, is insufficient to parameters are not over-optimized for this data set.
assign a new protein reliably to one of the two groups using Tables VI and VII show the results obtained using data set only its amino acid composition. 2 and the same set of parameters, i.e. data set 1 as the DBKS It is well established (Zvelebil et al., 1987) that the use of and data set 2 as the test set. The Q 3 is 68.2%. Thus there is evolutionary information in the form of multiple alignments no loss of accuracy when predicting novel sequences. By improves secondary structure predictions. As described in combining the results for data sets 1 and 2 the overall Q 3 is Methods, a subset of data set 1 was generated where for each 67.7%. This compares with the 63% published by Levin and test sequence there were at least two homologous sequences.
Garnier (1988). The major part of this improvement is due to
The resulting data set contained 209 of the data set 1 sequences, the sevenfold increase in the size of the database used. When comprising 48 790 residues. The Q 3 for these sequences using using the earlier method and substituting database 1 for the data set 1 as the DBKS and without using the additional original database, the overall Q 3 increases from 63 to 66.5%. information available via the multiple alignments was 67.2%. The rest of the increase is due to the change in the substitution When using the multiple alignment procedure descibed in matrix used and the resulting parameter changes. By using a Methods, the Q 3 was 71.4%, an increase of 4.2 percentage combination of data sets 1 and 2 as the DBKS a small points. It seems reasonable to suppose that the larger the improvement of the Q 3 might be expected as the resulting number of sequences in a multiple alignment, the better the DBKS is 29% larger than data set 1. However, the resulting predictions should be. Figure 4 shows the increase in Q 3 , in Q 3 was Ͻ0.01% different from that obtained just using data percentage points with respect to the Q 3 for the individual set 1 as the DBKS. To confirm further the effect of the size predictions, as a function of the minimum number of sequences of the database on Q 3 , data sets 1 and 2 were combined (106 in each family. As can be seen, the Q 3 increases approximately 933 residues) as both the test set and DBKS using the jacknife linearly as minimum number of sequences in an alignment procedure. Ten predictions were made corresponding to a 10% increases, up to 5.1%. The data were not extended beyond a decrease in the size of the DBKS. The window length and minimum of 21 sequences per family owing to the small size cutoff remained constant. Figure 2 presents the results; 10% of the data set. If there were at least 20 homologous sequences of the database is equivalent in size to the entire database available for each protein in data sets 1 and 2, the expected available in 1988 and the corresponding Q 3 is 62.3%, which overall Q 3 would be 72.8% (67.7 ϩ 5.1). is approximately the value for the prediction accuracies of secondary structure prediction schemes of that time. The Q 3 Discussion reaches a ceiling at 70% of the database.
Although the Q 3 is 67.5% for data set 1, the Q 3 for individual Compared with the 1988 SIMPA method, the single most important factor in the improved performance of the method sequences varies from 43 to 98%. What is the explanation for this? Figure 3 shows the distribution of prediction accuracy is the increased size of the database. A sevenfold increase in the database of non-homologous structures led to an improveas a function of sequence length. Figure 3 has a gaussian distribution (data not shown) and this implies that the large ment of 3.7 percentage points in Q 3 . Although it is possible that in the next 8 years the database of known structures can range of individual Q 3 s observed is simply the result of random variation in short sequences. Further analysis (data not shown) be increased a further sevenfold, the results obtained with this method do not suggest that an equivalent increase in Q 3 is shows, as one might expect, that the distribution of amino acids in well predicted and badly predicted proteins is not probable without a change in methodology. Figure 2 clearly shows that a ceiling has been reached at~70% (~75 000 exactly the same. In fact, badly predicted proteins have a tendency to contain more β-strands and thus the amino acids residues) of the total database. Apart from the larger database, the other important change commonly found in β-strands. However, the differences in the as well. Although these regions had a slightly higher proportion of strand, compared with the rest of the database, no way was found to distinguish them uniquely, i.e. after dividing the reliably to one of these two groups. This, together with recent results (Minor and Kim, 1996) concerning the dependence environment, suggests that badly predicted regions have secondary structures that are not directly dependent on the local sequence. Obviously this has important implications for the with respect to the SIMPA 1988 method is the use of the Blosum 62 substitution matrix. Many other scoring matrices upper limit of secondary structure predictions such as SIMPA96 which only use local sequence information. apart from the Blosum series (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) were tried (data not shown), but the differences between them, How reliably can one estimate the upper limit of this type of secondary structure prediction? One of the major sources with respect to secondary structure prediction, proved to be fairly small. This is not surprising as Tomii and Kanehisa of uncertainty comes from the definition of the secondary structure used. Colloc'h et al. (1993 Colloc'h et al. ( ) compared three commonly (1996 have already pointed out that most amino acid substitution matrices are essentially a manifestation of hydrophobicity used secondary structure assignment methods (DSSP, P-Curve and Define) and found only a 63% match between them. More and side chain size. The matrices which contained the least elements of the above manifestations were those that performed importantly, they showed that the methods differed in the number of helix and strands assigned and they pointed out least well. Blosum 62 was chosen because the results were marginally better and because the proportion of residues that each assignment algorithm created its own artefacts. DSSP was chosen for this work not because it was better than other predicted as either helix or strand was higher notably when compared with the matrix of Levin et al. (1993) . Although methods of assignment but simply because it was the most widely used. It should be pointed out that part of this problem attempts were made to optimize the substitution matrix further, no solution was found. The principal problem is that the time is due to uncertainties in the crystallographic data. It is not uncommon for oligomers with identical sequences to have required to predict the entire database is 40 min (Silicon Graphics R4000). As there are 400 variables in the substitution slightly different conformations and thus assigned secondary structures. Levin et al. (1993) showed that for seven protein matrix, no optimization scheme is feasible. It is relatively easy to 'improve' the substitution matrix for predicting a small families, where the alignments were based on the structural information available for each member, the best consensus number of proteins; however, when used to predict the entire database, the results are always inferior.
sequence had only an 89% agreement, on a residue by residue basis, when compared with the secondary structure assignments Although in terms of the improvement in Q 3 the use of a regularization algorithm, which ensures that the morphology for the each individual sequence. Moreover, for these alignments, where each column represents residues that are spatially of a prediction respects that of a real protein, has a minimal effect (~ϩ0.2%), the resulting prediction becomes much easier equivalent, 32% of the alignment positions have at least one residue with an assigned secondary structure different to its to interpret structurally. In this respect this is also a significant improvement compared with the SIMPA 1988 method. For a spatial equivalents. It seems reasonable to assume, therefore, that the absolute upper limit for the prediction accuracy of more detailed discussion of effects of using a regularization algorithm, see Zimmermann (1994) .
any type of secondary structure prediction is 89% less X, where X is the percentage of residues not taking up the The presentation of the performance in terms of the overall Q 3 hides the fact that there are large differences in the Q 3 for conformation which is induced by the local sequence. The value of X lies between 0 and 16%; 16% corresponds to individual sequences. The results presented in Figure 3 imply that the badly predicted regions are randomly distributed the difference between the best prediction using multiple alignments of 73% and the upper limit of 89%. throughout the database. There are two possible explanations for the existence of badly predicted regions: the regions in Whilst estimating the value of X seems difficult at the 4673-4680. all the residues whose conformation does not depend on the Tomii,K. and Kanehisa,M. (1996) Protein Engng, 9, 27-36. local sequence, between 0 and 6% (37ϫ0.16). Therefore, the maximum improvement that one can expect from this method Biol., 195, [957] [958] [959] [960] [961] is between 8.5 and 14.5%, bringing Q 3 up to 76-82%. This assumes that every weakly but wrongly predicted residue can Received October 28, 1996; revised January 22, 1997; accepted March be changed into a correct prediction.
14, 1997
Part of this improvement can be obtained using multiple alignments as the residues that are changed, with respect to the prediction without the multiple alignment, are those with low scale values. Using the method presented in this paper, an improvement of 5.1 percentage points was obtained with the use of multiple alignments.
Have the limits for secondary structure prediction been reached? As suggested above, a much larger database and a better definition of secondary structure can probably improve single predictions by one or two percentage points more. The use of large protein families and high-quality alignments can probably add another few percentage points, but the goal of perfect secondary structure prediction is illusory for this and other methods which only use local sequence information. The inherent loss of information caused by describing the 3D structure as a string of only three possible states coupled with the fact that the rules defining the final conformation are not always confined to the local sequence limits the scope for improvement. Hence there will always be a part of the sequence to be predicted, randomly distributed, which will be incorrectly predicted.
The SIMPA96 method presented in this paper compares favourably with other recently published secondary structure prediction methods (Rost and Sander, 1994; Salamov and Solovyev, 1995; Frishman and Argos, 1996; Garnier et al., 1996) . It is simple and robust and has been extensively tested. The output from the program prints the scale value S on a residue by residue basis, allowing the user to determine quickly the regions which are strongly predicted to be in a particular
